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Sbriefs

The pennanent I.D. validation
labels for the 1977/78year have been
printed and distributed. Any regular
full or part-time employee of the
University who has not received a_
1977/78 validation' label for their
permanent plastic I.D. card, should
contact the PersoQIlel Department,
383-1650.
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The new telephone number for
Western's faculty union, the campus
chapter of the American Association
ofUniversity Professors, is 345-0151.

•
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A limited supply at large color
posters, entitled "Prepare for a
Lifetime of Physical Fitness," are
available at the department of health,
physical education and recreation
(HPER) in the Gary Center. The
picture of a University sailing class
last spring on Gull Lake was taken by
Chuck Comer, assistant professor Qf
HPER.
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College Automotive In.structors
Meeting Here Today, Friday
Servicing an automobile diesel
engine will be the topic of one of the
four sessions during the invitational
fall conference, Michigan Association
of College Automotive Instructors,
here on campus today and Friday.
At least 60teachers are expected to
attend, according to the conference
coordinator, Herbert E. Ellinger,
WMU associate professor of transportation technology.
Following a 7:30 p.m. Thursday
registration in 1107 Industrial and

Report United
Way Progress;
Cite Emeriti

As of Wednesday morning,
Western's employees had contributed
$33,335 to this year's Greater
Kalamazoo United Way campaign,
according to Tom Coyne and Norm
Russell, campus drive co-chairmen.
The WMUgoal is $53,000.
• • •
"A word of praise is certainly in
Western will host a regional
order
for our emeriti because of their
meeting of the National Association
for Foreign Student Affairs (NAFSA) generosity and high percentage of
Thursday and Friday, Oct. 27-28,at participation even though they're on
the Kalamazoo Hilton Inn/Convention fixed incomes," they said. "Faculty
and AFSCME bargaining unit
Center.
members will be receiving letters
from Dr. Donald Brown and James C.
Students Tour
Jarmer, presidents of the Faculty
New Clark Facility
Senate and Local 1668of AFSCME,
Members of Western's student respectively. "
They hope to wrap-up the campus
chapter of the Society of Manufacturing Engineers will be the first solicitation within the next two weeks.
group to tour the new Clark EquipExplosives Found
ment
Company's
computerized
warehouse, located near Kalamazoo
In Davis Hall
at the Oshtemo exit of 1.,.94,at 6:30
Western's
Davis Residence Hall
tonight.
was evacuated late Wednesday
The
' unique
warehouse morning (Oct. ~) when law enarrangement permits the comPany to forcement authorities foundexplosive
maintain contact with its other outlets materials in a room that they were
throughout the world, according to searching for drugs under a valid
Michael \... Engelbrecht, a Grosse warrant issued by the 9th District
Pointe ParR junior.
Court.
Following the tour, the students and
Keith Sheeler, WMU director of
faculty advisor, Roscoe Douglas, public safety, said that no further
associate professor of mechanical details are available while the inengineering at WMU,will attend an 8 vestigation- is continuing. He inp.m. dinner meeting at Kalamazoo dicated that the University police are
Valley Community College.
being assisted by the Kalamazoo
Police Department's bomb squad.

Friday To Organize
International Symposium

Dr. Paul C. Friday, associate
professor of sociology, recentl): was
appointed to organize and chair an
International Symposium on Comparative CriminologyAug. 11-12,1978,
in Warsaw, Poland.
His appointment was made by the
International SociologicalAssociation
which also asked him to be c~
chairman of sessions of the Research
Committee on Deviance and Social
Control at the World Congress of
Sociology in Uppsala, Sweden, on
Aug. 14-19,1978.

Sex, Sexuality
Series Continues

Dr.
Christine
Lowe, staff
psychologist at the Kalamazoo
Consultation Center, will discuss
"The Impact of Sex on a Relationship" at the free, public Sex and
Sexuality lecture at 7:30 'p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 3, in 204 Student
Center.
She is a 1965graduate ofWMU,who
earned her M.A. degree here in 1967
and her doctor of education in 1973.
Lowe worked at the Family Divorce
Counseling Center, Kalamazoo, prior
to taking her present position.

Engineering Technology (I&ET)
Building, the first session at 8 p.m.
will feature Paul D. Robertson,
supervisor, technical publications,
Oldsmobile Division, General Motors
Corp., Lansing, speaking on "Servicing the 1978Oldsmobile Diesel."
On Friday, late registration at 9
a.m. in 1107I&ET Bldg., will precede
a presentation from 9:3~10:30a.m. in
1114Brown Hall by Frank Ettinger,
service and training publications,
Parts and Service Division, Ford
Motor Co., Dearborn, speaking on
"The 1978 Versailles Electronic
Engine Control (EEC) System."
From 10:45-11:30 a.m.' in 1114
Brown Hall, Dr. William McLean,
manager, educational programs,
Motor Vehicle
Manufacturers
Association, Detroit, will speak on
"The National Association of College
Automotive ' Teachers,"
whose
publicity committee he chairs.
From 1-2p.m. Friday, in 1107I&ET
Bldg. a representative of the
Engineering Division, Buick Motor
Division, General Motors Corp., Flint,
will discuss "Servicing the 1978
Tur~harged,
Even-Firing Buick V6."
A short business meeting at 2 p.m.
will conclude the conference, which is
c~sponsored by, the WMU transportation technology department
and Grand Rapids Junior College.

Recover Stolen,
WMU P'roperty

All but two items valued at $389out
of $15,000worth of equipment stolen
from Western's campus this summer
have been recovered and returned to
the University as a result of an undercover fencing operation conducted
by the Federal
Bureau
of
Investigation and the Detroit police,
in cooperation with Western's
Department of Public Safety, police
division.
The recovered equipment includes
two computer
terminals
and
telephone couplers stolen from the
Language Laboratory in Brown Hall
on June 28and fenced on July 14at a
fencing operation set up in Detroit by
the FBI and Detroit police, and eight
of 10 office machines stolen from the
Continuing Education Office in
WalwoodUnion on July 21and fenced
at the same Detroit shop on July 22.
Lee Curran, deputy chief of police
at Western, says that warrants have
been served on the individuals who
fenced the stolen goods to the undercover operation, including the
Detroit
resident
who fenced
Western's property, who pleaded
guilty to possession of stolen
property.
Authorities indicate the theft of
Western's property was part of a $2
million operation.
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Erickson Chairs
National Meeting

The chairman of Western's speech
pathology and audiology department-Dr. Robert L. Erickson-will
preside as program chairman over
the annual national convention of the
American Speech and Hearing
Association (ASHA) Nov. 2-5, in
Chicago, where 12,000 persons are
expected.
Erickson said the convention should
be the largest in the 52-year history of
theASHA.
Among
the
speech
pathol~
gists, audiologists,
speech and hearing scientists, educators,
dentists
and physicians
scheduled to make
presentations will
be persons from
.
Australia, Canada,
Erickson
Colombia, Egypt, India, Israel, Italy,
Japan, Mexico and every state of the
United States.
Erickson, during the past 12
months, has directed the planning
activities of a 73-person nationwide
committee in developing the four-day
program of scientific and technical
presentations
and
continuing
professional education courses.
Among the convention topics,
Erickson said, will be speech and
language disorders, hearing impairment and deafness, language
development and the neurological,
physiological and psychological bases
ofhuman communication.
After the convention, Erickson will
chair the ASHA ScientifiC and
Professional Meetings Board for one
year, during which he will oversee
preparations for the 1978 annual
convention in San Francisco.

Trustees Appoint
Two New Committees

Upon recommendation of its
chairman,
John R. Dykema,
Western's Board of Trustees Friday
(Oct. 21) appointed ad hoc committees for presidential review and
legal counsel review.
Trustees Fred Adams, Robert D.
Caine and Dykema will serve for one
year on a committee that will
establish criteria for a presidential
review. "I'm delighted with the
decision because the welfare of this
University dictates that this Board
and the President should have close
communication,"
said
WMU
President
John T. Bernhard.
"Regular review under prescribed
guidelines will greatly enhance this
goal."
Trustees Charles Ludlow and
Dykema will serve on a committee, to
be chaired by Robert B. Wetnight,
WMUvice president for finance, that
will examine the amount and type of
legal work that is currently required
by the University in order to determine if it calls for a full-time in-house
counsel.
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Appoint Assistant V.P.,
Dean, Two Dept. Chairmen

Parents'Day
Program Set

Parent's Day will be held here on
campus saturday, Nov. 5, according
to an announcement by Charles G.
Donnelly, associate dean of students.
Sponsored by the WMU Parents
Association, the day's activities include: a special luncheon served in
the east ballroom of the· Student
Center at 11:30' a.m.; the WMUMiami football game at 1:30 p.m. in
Waldo Stadium; and open houses in
campus residence halls, fraternities
and sororities throughout the day.
For additional information, call the
Parents Association office-383-1822.
I

1969, all from Michigan State
Appointments of an assistant vice
University. Prior to joining the WMU
president, a dean and two department
faculty in 1974, he was director of
chainnen were approved Friday
assessment, The Child Development
(Oct. 21) by the WMU Board of
Associate Consortium, Washington,
Trustees.
D.C., 1972-74;and associate dean for
Dr. L. Michael Moskovis,professor
teacher education, 1971-72, and a
and chainnan of WMU's department
member of the faculty, 1969-71,at
of business education and adGeorgia State University, Atlanta.
ministrative services, was named
Wolf was an assistant professor of
assistant vice president for academic
industrial engineering at Iowa State
affairs, effective October 10. His
Moskovis
Burke
University, Ames, before coming to
primary responsibilities will be
WMU in 1970.He received his B.S.
acade":lic planning and budgeting,
degree in 1957and Ph.D. in 1970from
accordmg to Dr. Cornelius Loew vice
Iowa State; he earned his M.s. in 1962
Display Paintings
president for academic affairs: who
from the University of Wisconsin. He
By John Link
recommended the promotion.
has served as director of the M.S.
Moskovis replaced Dr. Barbara
degree ' program in operations
A one-man exhibition of recent
Sherman, who resigned last June to.
research and as associate director of paintings by John Link, new chairaccept a position in Florida.
the Center for Depreciation Studies person of the WMU art department,
Dr. Richard T. Burke, whohas been
here at Western.
will be featured November 4-22 in
serving as acting dean of continuing
Kobrak taught at thel University of Gallery II ofSangren Hall.
education since January 1, was apWisconsin-Milwaukee and served on
The public is invited to attend a
pointed dean, effective October 17.He
the staffs of the U.S. House of preview reception of the work and
was associate dean of the WMU
Ryan
WoU
Representatives' education and labor meet with the artist at 8 p.m. ThursGraduate College, 1971-76.
committee and the U.S. Department day, Nov. 3. The Gallery will be open
Western's new department of coordinator of the business com- of Labor's office of policy planning Monday through Friday from 10until
'education
and
professional
munications staff here at Western and research before he joined the 5, Saturdays from 10-12,and closed
development will be chaired by Dr. 1962-69.
' WMUfaculty in 1973.He received his Sundays.
Thomas F. Ryan, who has been
A native of Akron, Ohio, Moskovis B.A. degree from Oberlin, M.S. from
chainnan of the teacher education received his B.S. degree in 1955from Wisconsin, M.A.from Yale and Ph.D.
department since 1974.The Board last Miami University, Oxford, Ohio,M.A. from Johns Hopkins.
Gave Heads MCHA
month approved the merger of the in 1962from New York University and
Niemi, who is assistant to the dean
departments of directed teaching and Ph.D. in 1967from Michigan State of business, came to Western in 1955. Dr. Robert S. Gove, chief of staff
teacher education; at that time, the University, where he also served as a He received his B.S. in 1952and M.A. University Health Center,..waselected
name of the new department was not research assistant for a national in 1954from WMUand Ph.D. in 1959 president of the Michigan College
Health Association for 1977-78at the
announced.
•
vocational education project in 1965- from Ohio State University, where he organization's annual meeting held at
Dr. Franklin K. Wolfwas appointed 66. He has written numerous articles also has served as a half-time inchaif!llan of the department of in- for professional journals and he has structor. He also served as coor- Albion'College earlier this month. He
spoke to the members on "Outpatient
dustrial engineering, effective August extensive business and consulting dinator of C<H>p
occupational training Gynecology." Also, Donald T.
22. He has been a member of that experience.
and taught business at ComstockHigh McNally, director of WMU's Health
departmental faculty since 1970.Wolf
Burke came to Western in 1964as an School.
Center, addressed the conference on
is replacing Dr. Charles L. Proctor, instructor of history after having been
The following appointments also "How To Sell Your Health Center to
who resigned to devote full-time to a lecturer in history for two years at were approved: Inja Hong, associate
Administration. "
teaching and research.
Northwestern University, where he . professor of teacher education;
In other action, the Board appointed also earned his Ph.D. in 1969. He Samuel Hudson, instructor of general
Dr. Peter Kobrak, associate professor received his B.A. in 1956and M.A. in business; and Peter M. Rose, inHunt Presents Paper
of political science, as acting director 1957from Boston University. He was structor oftheatre.
Dr. Chester L. Hunt, professor of
of the
Center
for
Public 3 part-time instructor ofhistory at the
A leave of absence without pay was
Administration, effective August 8 Jewish University of America, approved for Oeland Reese Parker, sociology here, and Dylan Dizon, a
through April 22, 1978; and Dr. Leo Skokie, Ill., 1961-64. He also has Jr., associate professor, R.E.D.E. Lansing graduate student, were joint
Niemi,_professor, as acting chainnan served as an administrative asslstant Center, College of Education, from authors of a paper presented at the
of the department of business to the WMUhistory chainnan.
September 19, 1977to March 31, 1979, recent Midwest Conference on Asian
education and administrative serRyan received his B.A. degree in to work with the Government of Affairs at Northern Illinois Univervices, effective October 24,to replace history-natural science in 1961,M.A. Indonesia and Syracuse University on sity. Their paper analyzed the
Moskovis.
in elementary education in 1967and a project to develop national development of sociological research
Moskovis returned to WMUin 1971 Ph.D. in elementary education in capability in instructional technology. and instruction in the Philippines.
as a depa~ment head after having
served as chairman of secondary
Change Assertiveness
education
at Cleveland State
Training Workshop Site
University (CSU), 197~71.He held a
joint appointment in 1969-70as an
The Center for Women's Services associate professor and· teacher
(CWS) has announced a change in
educator with CSU and the State
Dr. Fenwick English, director of '7:30 tonight ill 2103 Sangren Hall location for its Assertiveness
Department of Vocational Education
"Organization Develop- TrSining Workshop scheduled from 9
in Ohio. He was an associate the Center for the Improvement of entitled
a.m.-3 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 29. It will
Conflicts
in
professor of business education and Learning, American Association of me nt-Utilizing
be held in the Hoekje Hall lounge,
School Administrators, Washington, Educational settings."
instead of the Kiva Room, Student
D.C., will be the Visiting Scholar for
rin
Western's department of educational
On Friday, more than 50 suPe - services Building, as previously
leadership today and Friday.
tendents of schools from throughout announced. For additional inThursday morning, he will meet the state will meet with English for a 'formation, call CWSat 383-6097.
with the Community Education breakfast seminar at 8:30a.m. in ~
Western News
Weslern News is published by lhe Information
Development Center's advisory group 205University Student Center.
Servi~es Office, 3020Adminislratlon Building, 1921
W. MIchigan Ave" Western Michigan University on'
at a Kalamazoo restaurant. The
English has served as consultant to
Discuss Job Market
Thursdays during the fali and winter semesters,
meeting is for students enrolled in the U.S. Office of Education, the
exceptduring examination andvacation periods.
Second class postage is paid at Kalamazoo,
The job market for college
community education and members National Education Association, the
Michigan ~9008.
It was established by the University's Information
graduates
majoring in geography will
of the advisory group.
National
Academy
of School
Services Office to disseminate news to the entire'
University community. It is distributed free to
be the topic of a talk by Carolyn
Throughout
the
afternoon,
he
will
Executives
and
several
state
faculty, staff. emeriti. members of the W.M.U.
Parents Association and friends of Western
meet with department of educational organizations. He is the author of Wilson-Garrison, WMU Placement
Mic.higan University, and students may pick up
copies at several on·campus locations.
leadership. facUlty and doctoral "School
Organization
and services counselor, at the 7 p.m.
Items to be considerd for publication should be
submitted by noon Monday to the Information
students in the dean's conference Management, Strategies for 00· Wednesday, Nov. 9, meeting of the
Services Office, 3020 Administration Building,
room, Sangren Hall. A free, public ferentiated Staffing" and several WMU Geography Club, Gamma
lelephone383·0981.
Martin R. (Joel Gagie, Director;
and Patricia M. Coyle,AssociateDirector.
Theta Upsilon, in 358WoodHall.
lecture by English will be given at journal publications.

National Learning Improvement
Center Director Visits WMU

**********

MultiClinic Here
Friday Morning

MultiClinic XXXI will be presented
9:20-11:30a.m. Friday, Oct. 28,in 3770
Knauss Hall.
'
For those who are not familiar with
the MultiClinic, a brief introductory
tape providing a general overview
will be shown at 9 a.m.
This month's client is 47 years old,
totally blind and the mother of two
children. Although she has undergone
reconstructive surgery for an oral
cleft, she continues to experience
problems with hypernasal speech. At
this time, she is being evaluated for
vocational
rehabilitation.
Participating departments are: Social
Work, occupational therapy, speech
pathology and audiology, Reading
Center and Clinic, counseling, special
education and blind rehabilitation, in
cooperation with Television Services.
The MultiClinic
is an interdisciplinary diagnostic clinic held
monthly to provide recommendations
for parents, therapists and others
working with children and adults who
have more than one handicap. The
presentation provides an opportunity
for students to expand their clinical
observation experiences through this
interdisciplinary diagnostic clinic.
students from the departments
involved are invited to observe the
presentation and interact with participating faculty followingthe clinic.
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Okay Retirement
'Contribution Refund

The Board of Trustees approved
Friday (Oct. 21) a resolution which
will benefit certain WMUemployees
whose terms of service to the
University are less than five years.
The Trustees' action allowed the
administration to change its TIAA, CREF retirement resolution to allow
employees contributing to TIAACREF retirement plan to obtain a
refund of the University's contribution to their retirement program,
if the employee has participated in
this retirement plan for less than five
years.
, Also, the change affects only em-
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PETER PAN-Included in the cast of the classical musical fantasy, "Peter
Pan," which opened last night and runs through Sunday, Oct. 30, here on
campus in Shaw Theatre, are (L to R) Cynthia J. Mortland, an East Lansing
sophomore theatre major who plays "Tiger Lilly"; Geoffrey L. Bryan, theatre
senior from Wyoming, who plays "Capt. Smee"; and Michelle M. Wisdom,
music senior from Troy who plays "Peter Pan." Performances are at 8 p.m.,
except Sunday at 5 p.m. The musical, directed by Dr. zack L. York, professor
and chairman, WMUtheatre department, has a cast of 42.It is produced by the
theatre department in conjunction with the music and dance departments.
Reserved tickets are $3for adults and $1for children under 12at Shaw Theatre,
from noon-5p.m. daily and noo0-8:30p.m. on performance nights, phone (616)
383-1760.
(WMUNewsphoto)

Study Sex Role Stereotyping

raised by the State of Michigan. These
include:
1. How can a state identify the
nature and extent of sexism in its
program offerings and curriculum
materials?
2. How can a state launch an effective program to reduce sexism in
vocational-technical
education
programs?
3. Howcan Michigan insure that all
of its secondary school students are
given adequate; accurate and nonbiased recruitment and training
materials
for their vocationaltechnical education programs.
"Because of the experience and
expertise of its staff in the area of sex
stereotyping studies, Western's CWS
was selected to develop the project,"
Dietrich said. She believes it will be
the first such comprehensive study in
Michigan.
The CWSstudy arises from efforts
by the federal government to assure
-equal treatment in all federally
funded educational programs, as
required under Title IX of. the
Education Amendments Act of 1972
and the 1976Vocational Education Act
amendments, Dietrich said
Karla Atkinson, staff member,
September Grants,
WMU Center for Educational
Gifts Total $645,530
Research and manager of the new
September gifts and grants to project, is responsible for developing
Western totaled $645,530,Robert B. its model materials and im-.
Wetnight, WMU vice president for plementing the diagnosis process. She
finance, told the University's Board of said the CWS project will include a
Trustees Friday (Oct. 21) at its systematic approach to analyzing
monthly meeting.
curriculum materials
used by
A breakdown is as follows: $534,778 teachers and counselors. It also will
in grants, including $212,704for plant involve analysis of 1972-77data which
operations, $126,603for instruction, will identify,the nature and extent of·
$106,725 for research, $47,922 for sex role stereotyping and sex bias in
public service and $40,823for student all Michigan vocational-technical
aid; and $110,751in gifts, including programs.
$86,684in other gifts-cash, $17,363in
Coordinating the traiRing program
student financial aid and $6,704 in 'is Dr. Margaret
James-Neill,
other gifts-non cash.
'
education training consultant with

An in~epth study of the sex role
stereotyping and sex bias in Michigan
vocational-technical education will be
ma~e -"by .,Western's Center for
Women's Services (CWS) under an
$85,000 grant from the Michigan
Vocational Technical Education
Services, Lansing.
"The need for immediate, yet ef. fective, means of addressing and
reducing sex role stereotyping is a
problem confronted by intermediate
schooldistricts, regional skill centers,
and junior and senior high schools,"
said Allene W. Dietrich, CWS
director, whowill head the project.
Under the grant, CWSwill research
that problem in the- organizational
structures, personnel and allocation
practices, and in the resources and
curriculum materials
found in
vocational-technical education in
Michigan.
Dietrich said the year-long project,
entitled
"Expanding
Vocational
Education and Training Options for
Women and Men in Michigan," also
will seek to answer a number of
"significant and crucial" questions

Mana Associates of Kalamazoo. She
said, "The project will develop a
statewide training resource of personnel and materials available to
school districts and skill centers." It
also is expected to produce a set of
model materials for guidance and
career
counselors
and other
professionals to use in recruiting
-studentsfor vocational programs.
The first phase ofthe project begins
this month, when its CWS staff will
start to collect information about
vocational
education.
Twenty
secondary schools across the state
will be invited to form the research
sample. Each school will be a base for
data collection and a resource for
selecting trainers. Neither the schools
nor the individuals at the sites will be
identified in the final report, Dietrich
observed.
The second phase will involve the
design of a training program for
educators and model materials for
guidance and career counselors. In
the third stage, a statewide resource
pool of ~ persons will be selected and
trained to conduct regional pilots of
Ithe program.
Seek Western Woman
Of the Year Nominations
The Commission on the Status of
Women at WMU is asking for
norilinations of any women employed
by the University for the "Western
Woman of the Year" Award for 1978.
A certificate of recognition will be
presented to the winner.
Nominations should cite the individual's contributions to her
profession and colleagues in 100
words or less, her campus address,
phone nwnber and the names of those
making the nomination. The information should be sent to Mary
Cordier, teacher education, by Feb.
15,1978.

:~t:i~:~~~~~~
retirement plan.
Previously, employees contributing
,to the TIAA-CREF plan who left
Western's service within five years of
employment were unable to obtain
any refund of the University's contribution.
Deduct $95,294 in Faculty
Union Dues, Service Fees
Members of Western's faculty had
$95,294 in dues and service fees,
deducted
from their
1976-77
University payroll checks and forwarded to their faculty union,' the
American Association of University
Professors (AAUP), according to
Robert B. Wetnight, WMU vice
president for finance.
That represented .7 or 1 percent of
bargaining unit members' University
income for faculty members who
signed AAUP dues check-off or
service fee cards, he explained. It did
not include continuing education
payments, direct payments to the
union or the conscientious objector's
option offered by the AAUP which
permits faculty members, covered by
the contract, to make contributions to
one or more charities in lieu of union
dues or agency fee payments, Wetnight added.

Callan Articles
Earn Recognition
Two essays on the Irish poet, W. B.
Yeats, written by Dr. Edward Callan,
WMU professor of English, received
recognition
in
"Anglo-Irish
Literature: A Review of Research,"
recently published by the Modem
Language Association of America.
The book appraises studies of the
work of such Irish writers as Shaw,
Joyce, Yeats and others during the
past half-century. The editors
'selected an essay by Callan on Yeats
and Oswald Spengler as the "most
significant" among the nine essays by
American scholars collected' in 'a
special Yeats issue of "The Journal of
Modem Literature." They also drew
attention to his essay on Yeats' use of
Irish folklore which was published in
the "Michigan Academician."
Callan's most recent writing includes reviews of "The Noble Drama
of W. B. Yeats," a study of Liam
Miller; "Yeats," a new biography by
John Tuohy; and a monograph chosen
for the series "New Yeats Papers,"
published by The Dolmen Press,
Dublin, Ireland.
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Sell Watterson
Property Gift;
Demolish Houses

Western
administrators
were
authorized Friday (Oct. 21) by the
WMUBoard of Trustees to sell a gift
of property located near Baldwin and
to demolish 15 houses on Western's
campus.
The trustees
approved Vice
President for Finance Robert B.
Wetnight's request to sell a parcel of
land and a cottage northeast of
Baldwin in Lake County, which was
. given to Western as part of a unitrust
by WMUTrustee Emeritus and Mrs.
Philip N. Waterson of Ada, Mich.
They also agreed to the recom. mendation
of Assistant
Vice
President William Kowalski that due
to the high costs of maintenance and
operation and their deteriorating
conditions, 15 houses located on the
southwest fringes of Western's west
campus should be demolished.
The houses have recently been used
as faculty offices and art studios.
Employees in these buildings will be·
relocated to the Knollwood Building
and other major structures on
campus, Kowalski said. He noted that
the administration is considering the
option of using the vacant land for
badly needed surface parking lots in
the southwest sector of the campus.
The properties are: 809,829 and 849
Buckhout; 1~2, lID4 and 1229
Knollwood; 808, (812) 816, 828 and 856
Steers;
1033, 1119 and 1123
Sutherland; 2404 Wilbur; and (716)
718Woodlawn..

Talks About Students
In Collective Bargaining
Thomas M. Mannix, WMUassistant
to the president for collective
bargaining
and contract
administration, will speak at the annual
convention of the Michigan Higher
Education Student Association, Inc.,
Saturday (Oct. 29) at the Olds Hotel,
Lansing.
His topic will be "Collective
Bargaining in Higher Education as It
Relates to Students."
Earlier this week, he participated
in a panel discussion of "Collective
Bargaining in Higher Education;
Trends and Problem Areas" at the
fifth annual meeting of the Society of
Professionals in Dispute Resolution in
New York City.

Contraception Lecture
On Campus Tonight
The fourth speaker in Western's
free, public Sex and Sexuality Series'
will be Dr. William N. Mantle,
Kalamazoo
obstetrician
and
gynecologist, who will discuss contraception, at 7:30 tonight in 204
Student Center.
His talk, entitled "Whose Tum Is It
Tonight?-Get the Facts Straight on
Male and Female Contraception," is
presented by WMU's Association for
Women Students. Mantle, a 1962
graduate of the University of
Michigan, completed medical school
there in 1966, did his internship at·
Kalamazoo's Bronson Hospital and
his residency at Wayne State
University.

Plan Christmas
Trip to Mexico

OFFICIAL HOSTS,HOSTESSES-Members of WMU's new "Cordial Corps,"
a group of students who will serve as of~cial hosts and hostesses at various
University events throughout the Diamond Jubllee year, are pictured above.
First row, from left, are: DeWayne Pitts; Taylor Smith, treasurer; Judy
Ostrander; Pamela May, secretary; and Darlene Eerdmans. Second row,
from left, are Mark Wirth (with mustache); and David Lytle. Third row, from
left,are: Mary Niemiec; Wallace Gardlpe (with mustache), vice president;
and Joy Moscone. Fourth row, from left,
Wendy Cowan and Kathleen
Sorrentino. Top row, from left, are John Mentag, president; and Karen
Franklin. Absent when this picture was taken was Darryl Armstrong.

are:

'Cordial Corps' Formed. Here
A "Cordial Corps" has been formed
here at Western as part of the institution's year-long Diamond Jubilee
celebration. '
Fifteen students have been selected
to serve as official hosts and hostesses
for WMU at various
events
throughout the 1977-78academic year,
said Barbara Maddox, director of
special projects and corps coordinator. Corps members will wear
blazers for easy recognition while
they're on duty, she explained.
Corps members are: Darryl
Annstrong, sophomore in electrical
engineering, Detroit; Wendy Cowan,
senior in managemenVmarketing, St.
Joseph;
Darlene
Eerdmans,
sophomore.in English and family life,'
Grandville; Karen Franklin, junior in
accounting/finance,
Kalamazoo;
Wallace Gardipe, senior in social
work/political science, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, vice president; David
Lytle, senior in marketing/administrative
services,
Warren;
Pamela May, senior in speech

Halloween Concert
Midnight Monday
At midnight Monday, Oct. 31, all
goblins should gather here on campus
at Oakland Recital Hall for their
annual Halloween Concert.
Hallucinator-in-Chief Gerald Fischbach of Western's music department
has programmed spooky and electrifying works to be performed by
himself and others too numerous or
disgusting to mention.
And there's more! You'll want to
come early. Sinfonia, the music
fraternity, has a full evening of preconcert shenanigans planned, including old-time movies and' a
haunted house. Costumes are optional.
The cost 'is $2 for adults, $1 for
students. All profits go to support
music scholarships.

pathology/elementary
education,
Detroit, secretary; JOM Mentag,
senior in business/political science,
Kalamazoo, president; Joy Moscone,
senior in communications/business
communications
and
French,
Roseville; Mary Beth Niemiec, senior
in speech pathology, livonia; Judy
Ostrander, senior in public administration/ communication arts and
sciences, Belding; DeWayne Pitts,
senior in business administration,
Detroit; Taylor Smith, senior in industrial marketing, East Lansing,
treasurer;
Kathleen Sorrentino,
senior
in
accounting/law,
Kalamazoo; and Mark Wirth, senior
in accounting/finance, Battle Creek.
"These students have a high level of
academic
achievement,
possess
enthusiasm, are active on campus,
have knowledge of WMU's history
and have communication skills that
will enable them to articufate to
visitors the students' viewpoint of
Western," Maddox added.
The "Cordial Corps" office will be
located in 314-15Ellsworth Hall. If you
are planning a conference, workshop,
open house or having a "special
guest" .in your department, call 3836174; these students are available
upon request to serve as your host
and/or hostess, she said.
The corps will. host an informal
reception for WMU administrators,
deans, chairpersons and directors
from 11 a.m.-noon Friday, Oct. 28, at
The Oaklands.
Originally entitled "Welcome to
Western," this project is supported by
the University's Diamond Jubilee
Committee.

WMU's Honors College and Latin
American Studies committee have
announced a foreign study program to
Mexico for Western students during
the coming Christmas holidays.
An information meeting and slide
showing of the places which will be .
visited is scheduled for 7 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 1, in the Honors
College Lounge, Hillside West
Apartments. At that time, students
will receive details concerning costs,
academic credits and travel plans .
Highlights of the trip include four
days in Mexico City, three days at
Cuernavaca, and visits to Tuco, the
sites of several ancient ruins, the
University of Mexico and the
Archeological Museum of Mexico
City.
The
course,
"Field
Study-Mexico"
will
introduce
students to the fields of environmental geology, archeology and
anthropology.
Additional information is available
at the Honors College office, phone
~1787.
.

Present Papers
At ASA Meeting
A Western economics senior from
Galesburg, Rodney A. Smith, read a
paper at the recent annual meeting of
the American Statistical Association
in Chicago, which he co-authored with
Dr. G. K. Kripalani, WMUeconomics
professor.
' . .
It was entitled "A Model of
Population Growth Involving Mor-.
tality
Fertility
Interactions:
Projections for India."
Kripalani, at the same meeting,
read a paper he had written with Dr.
G. S. Tolley of the University of Chicago faculty, entitled "A Simulation
Analysis of Lagged Fertility
Adjustments in Developing Countries
to Exogenous Mortality Disturbances."
Smith and Alec Gores, a WMU
computer science major from Mount
Morris, did the computer simUlation
work on the paper read by Kripalani.
Participation in Smith's research for
the paper _he read was aided by
financial support from the Russell H.
Seibert Fund of the WMU Honors
College.

Geography Series
Features Alumni

The first of five WMU alumni to
return to the campus to lecture during
a geography department Diamond
Jubilee series was Dr. Robert
Wiseman, who spoke to geography
students here Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 25-26.
Wiseman, who earned an M.A.
degree in geography from WMU in
TM Lecture Wednesday
1969, currently is on the staff of the
A free, public, introductory lecture University ofKansas where he holds a
on the Transcendental Meditation joint appointment in the geography
(TM) program of Maharishi Mahesh department and the Institute for
Yogi will be given at 7:30 p.m. Social and Environmental Studies. He
Wednesday, Nov. 2, in 204 Student has written extensively on urban and
Center. Another lecture is scheduled rural transportation systems, parfor the same time and place on ticularly as they relate to travel and
migrant behavior ofthe aged.
November 29.

Guest Lecturer Looks at Future
Market Opportunities, Life Styles
"Future Market Opportunities and
Life Styles: A Perspective of the
1980's" will be the title of a free,
public talkat8 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 3,
here in 3770 Knauss Hall by Dr.
William Lazer, professor in the
Michigan State University (MSU)
Graduate Schoolof Business.
Lazer is a noted
scholar and advisor in the field of
marketing and in
1972 was designated "Outstanding Marketing
Educator of the
Year" by Sales
and
Marketing
'"
Executives InterLazer
national. He received a "Distinguished Faculty Award" from MSUin 1974
in recognition of his "outstanding
contributions to the intellectual development" of that university.
Lazer's WMUvisit as a "Professor
of the Day" is sponsored by Western's'
marketing department. While here he
will lunch with students and faculty,
talk to an international marketing
class and be honored at a reception
from 3-4p.m. Thursday (Nov.3) in 141

'Shakespeare's
People' Perform
At Auditorium

Sir Michael Redgrave will headline
a company of five in a presentation of
"Shakespeare's People" at 8. p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 1,in Miller Auditorium
as the second in the International
Concerts Series, sponsored by the
Auditorium and the College of Fine
Arts.
Redgrave is universally recognized
as one of the greatest
of
Shakespearean actors; he has appeared on stages in America, canada,
Australia, Belgium, Holland, France,
Denmark, South Africa and Russia.
He also has appeared in several
movies, winning an Oscar nomination
for his role in Alfred Hitchcock's
"Mourning Becomes Electra."
During the past three years, he
spent many months starring in the
Royal
Shakespeare
Company's
productions of "The Hollow Crown"
and "Pleasure and Repentance"
throughout the United Sta~s,
Australia, Singapore and Israel. In
1976, he toured South America and
Eastern Canada with "Shakespeare's
People" and in the early part of this
year he did another tour of the same
production which included England,
Denmark, Canada and New Zealand.
Following this current tour of the
United States, he is scheduled to
present "Shakespeare's People" on
Broadway.
Tickets for "Shakespeare's People"
are available at the Auditorium ticket
office, priced at $6.00,$5.00,$4.00and
$3.00. Advance reservations can be
made by calling the ticket office, 3830933, or by stOpping in during the
hours of 10a.m.-6 p.m. weekdays and
evenings during any scheduled
program.

East Hall, open to all WMUstudents,
faculty and administrators.
On
Friday, Nov. 4, he will hold various
discussions with Western faculty.
He has received a post doctoral
Ford Foundation Fellowship at
Harvard University and also has been
elected a Fellow of the Royal Society
of Arts. Lazer has done extensive
consulting to many firms and has
served as an advisor to the Office of
the United States Price Commissioner and also was a delegate to
the White House Summit Conferences
on Inflation and on the Industrial
Worldof the 1990's.
Lazer holds degrees from the
University of Manitoba, University of
Chicago and Ohio State University.
The author or editor of nine books, he
also has written over 85 published
articles and numerous textbook
chapters on business administration.
He is one of two Americans appointed
honorary advisor to the Japan
Marketing Association and the Japan
Marketing Society.
He was awarded the key to the city
of East Lansing for his contributions
to the cultural development of the
East Lansing-Lansing area. He is a
past president of the Lansing Symphony Association.

Griffin Gives Talk
Dr. Robert J. Griffin, associate
professor of Spanish, was a featured
speaker at tJ:le Michigan Foreign
Language
Association (MFLA)
conference last weekend at Michigan
State University. -He spoke at the
session
on "Master
Teacher
Presentations,"
chaired by Dr.
Herman Teichert, WMU assistant
professor
of German;
Beth
Giedeman, associate professor of
classics, attended as secretarytreasurer of the Michigan Classical
Conference, held in conjunction with
the MFLAmeeting.

Medieval
Conference
May 4~7
Up to 1,100 scholars from
throughout the United States, Canada
and Western Europe will gather here
on campus next May 4-7for the 1978
Conference on Medieval Studies.
Among the programs planned will
be performance workshops on "Early
Music and Drama," and lectures on
"Liberal Arts and Middle Ages,"
"The Impact of Renaissance Music on
Modern Man" and "Medieval
Botany."
A highlight of the four-day meeting
will be a free, public program of
music from the court of Henry VIII
played by.the New World Consort of
New York City. Also, throughout the
entire month of May, the Gilmore Art
Center in downtown Kalamazoo will
feature a special exhibit of Medieval
manuscripts
from' the WMU
Cistercian Studies library collection.
Plans for the conference are under
the guidance of Dr. Otto Grundler,
professor of religion and director of
the University's Medieval Institute.

Greatest Jazz
Band Is Coming

The World's Greatest Jazz Band of
Yank Lawson and Bob Haggart' will
perform at 8 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 27,
in Miller Auditorium.
In addition to Lawson on trumpet
and Haggart on bass, current
members of the band include: John
Bunch, piano; Bobby Rosengarden,
drums; Joe Muranyi and AI Klink,
reeds; and George Masso and Sonny
Russo. horns.
Tickets are on sale at the Miller
Auditorium ticket office for this
fourth program in the Patron's Choice
Series-Act I. Tickets are $5.50,$4.00
and $3.00.Phone reservations can be
made by calling 383-0933.

O'Connor Joins Development Staff
In Corporation/Foundation Relations

John B. O'Connor, 46, was appointed Friday (Oct. 21) by the
Western's Board of Trustees as the
new
director
of
corporationlfoundation relations in the
office of alumni affairs and
development.
.He currently is
the director of development
and
special programs
for the Colorado
. Springs
(Colo. )
Met r 0 po Ii tan
Board of Catholic
E d u cat ion,
a
position he has
held since 1975.
O'Connor
O'Connor's function will be to:
design and implement a ~orpo ration/foundation
relations
program with the purpose of encouraging increased giving by
business and industry to the
University, according to Russell
Vocal Workshop '77, a vocal clinic Gabier, assistant vice president:
presented by Western's department alumni affairs and development.
O'Connor also will establish a
of music since 1967, was held Sepcommunications - network between
tember 30-0ct. 2.

------
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private
foundations
and the
University, which will aid in grants·manshipefforts,Gabieradded.
"This appointment is an outgrowth
of Western's commitment to increasing its support from the private
sector and it adds an important new
dimension to the University's total
development efforts," Executive Vice
President Dr. Steven R. Mitchell told
the Board.
.
O'Connor reCeived his bachelor's
degree in politiCal science and his
master's in educatiori/administration
from Our Lady of the Lake Collegein
San Antonio, Tex. From 1963-72he
was a special agent 8Qd intelligence
office~ for the U~S. Milita~
Inte~gence, followed by three years
serytce. at Our Lady of the Lake
~mverslty as 8: l~r
and later as
director of admisSIOns.
In other action, the Board confirmed the previously announced
appointment of Michael Williamson
as marching band director and administrative assistant in the department ofmusic.

Job
0pcnin91

The listings below are currently
being posted by the University
Personnel Office for regular full time
or part-time University employees.
Applicants should submit a Job
Opportunities Application dur,ing the
posting period.
HA-HD clerical positions are not
required to be p~ed
by the
University. Interested University
employees may register in the Personnel Office, for assistance in
securing these positions.
Secretary Senior, HF, two (2) parttime positions, #77-500, Public
Affairs, posted 10/24-10/28.
Secretary Executive I, HG, #77.006,
Evaluation Center, posted 10/2611/1.
Secret·ary
II,
HE,
#77-509,
Psychology, posted 10/27-11/2.
Machinist, HH, #77-502,Chemistry,
posted 10/24-10/28.
Below is a listing of the Instructional position openings currently
being ~sted by the Personnel
Department. For additional in-_
formation about these positions,
please refer to the posting boards on
campus or contact the Employment
Officein Personnel:
Assistant Professor, 2 year temporary, #77-504, Communication,
Arts & Sciences, posted 10/24-10/28.
Assistant Dean Director, Continuing,
#77-511,Business Research Service
Institute, posted 10/27-11/2.
Instructor, Winter Semester only, #77507,Humanities, posted 10/27-11/2.
Assistant Professor, Temporary two
(2)
years
only,
#77-508,
Librarianship, posted 10/27-11/2.
Dean, Continuing, #77-510,Graduate
College,posted 10/27-11/2.
Assistant to the Director, Temporary
one (1) year, #77-512,Evaluation
Center, posted 10/27-11/2.
Administrative Assistant I,~,
#77501, College of Arts & Sciences,
posted 10/24-10/28.
Regional Director, E.16, #77-503,
Continuing Education, posted 10/2410/28.
The listings below are currently
being posted by the University
Personnel Office for Bargaining Unit,
Local #1668positions:
Food Service Custodian, F-2, #77-032,
Draper food service, posted 10/2410/30.
Custodian, M-2, #77"()33, Student
Housing, posted 10/25-10/31.

Set Tiller Exhibition
A BFA exhibition of paintings and
drawings by Glenadine Tiller will be
held from November 7-11 in Steers
Street Gallery, 840Steers St. Gallery
hours are from noon-5 p.m. Monday
through Friday. An opening reception
will be held from 7-9 p.m. Saturday,
Nov. 5.

APA Cites Snapper
Dr. Arthur Snapper, professor of
psychology, has recently been elected
a fellow in Division 25, American
Psychological Association, "as public
recognition of his scholarly research
and professional contributions to the
discipline."
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Western's 5-Year Capital
Requests Totals $63.4 Million

"We must respond to the facility
Capital outlay budget requests
totaling $63,450,000for funding of needs on our campus in such a way as
planning and construction of physical to solve two major problems: (1)
facilities for five fiscal years, 1978-79 provide new facilities for programs
through 1982-83, were approved which have existed in antiquated
Friday (Oct. 21) by the University's spaces; and (2) renovate, renew and
restore spaces so that structures may
Board of Trustees.
This action authorizes Western's function effectively in response to
administration to forward the request program needs," Kowalski said.
Under programming and planning,
to the Michigan Department of
Management and Budget, explained Western's request includes $6million
William J. Kowalski, WMUassistant for a College of Health and Human
Services Building and $7 million for
vice president.
He noted that, despite stabilizing instructional facilities for physical
enrollments, the need for future. education.
Western's request includes the
capital construction will exist "in
order to allow institutions to renovate following "complete plans and begin
and renew older buildings to meet construction" projects; College of
modern codes for life safety, han- Business Building, $8.5 million;
dicapped
access,
health
and University Library, $6 million; Fine
Arts (art) Building, $6 million; and
educational programs changes.
Biological Sciences Building, $6
million.
Graduate Student
The requests also include $14.3
million for the Fine Arts (Music &
Funds Available
The application deadline for grants Dance) Building (this structure is on
from the' WMU Graduate Student Gov. William G. Milliken's current
Research Fund is Tuesday, Nov. 15, bonding list) and funding for window
according to Dr. Sid Dykstra, acting replacement in North Hall, Speech
and Hearing Center and Oakland
dean of the Graduate College.
Gym.
There also are requests for
The fund, which was established in
1973,offers grants ranging up to $500 funds for land acquisition, campus
to encourage research by graduate utilities, modlfications for energy
students and to assist them in conservation, Physical Plant expresenting their findings before pansion and improved campus
professional groups. The two basic lighting.
types of proposals which will be
considered by the awards and
fellowships committee of the college
Corporate La~
include those based ()nextraordinary
Talk Wedne:sday··
or unusual costs in research projects,
and travel costs for presenting study
The vice president, secretary and
reports and research findings.
general
courisel, Firestone Tire and
Dykstra stated that approximately
Rubber
Co.-John F. Floberg-will
20 awards will be authorized by
give
a
free,
public lecture on "The
Thursday, Dec. 15. Applications are
considered twice a year with the Practice of Corporate Law" at 8 p.m.
subsequent application deadline set Wednesday, Nov. 2, here in 158
for March 15, 1978.For applications Student Center.
Floberg is a member of the
and' additional information, call or
visit the WMU Graduate College, American, Illinois and Ohio Bar
Associations and the American
second / floor,
Administration
Judicature Society. In 1971,he was
Building-383-1660.
elected to the advisory board,
American Ordinance Association.
Two Paton Works
He joined Firestone as its general
Reviewed by Callan
counsel in 1960after serving nearly
TWo recent ,works by Alan Paton, three years as a member of the
the noted South African author and United &tates Atomic Energy Comcivil rights advocate who lectured mission. He was elected Firestone
here at Miller Auditorium last May, company secretary in 1962,director in
recently were reviewed by Dr. 1964and vice president in 1966.
Edward Callan, WMU professor of
His lecture here is sponsored by the
English.
WMUPre-Law Society.
The current issue of "Research in
African Literature" contains Callan's
Philosophy Schedules
essay review of Paton's "Knocking at
the Door" (1976). And, in a forthSeminar on Hegel
coming issue of "African Journal,"
A seminar on the philosophy of
Callan reviews a volume of essays,
G.W.F
. Hegel,
the
German
"Aspects
of South
African
philosopher
who
lived
from
1770-1831,
Literature," containing a 1976lecture
by Paton on the South Mrican poet, will be offered here by the philosophy
Roy Campbell, on whose biography department during the coming winter
semester, January 4-April22.
Paton had worked for several years.
Interested WMU students should
Callan also recently reviewed a
related work, John Povey's critical contact either of the seminar coorstudy "Roy Campbell," for the dinators-Dr. Rudolph J. Siebert,
professor of religion, or Richard G.
journal "Choice."
Pulaski, associate professor of
philosophy-because a C card is
required for admission to the
seminar: Contact Siebert in 3065
Friedmann Hall, phone 383-2469,or
Pulaski in 3005Friedmann, phone 3832837,for more details on the seminar.
I
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FOOTBALL FLING--Claude Thomas (left), WMUassistant director of undergraduate admissions, is pictured above with three unidentified students at
a recent "Football Fling" here on campus. A second fling will be held Saturday, Nov. 12, when Southwestern Michigan area high school seniors wlll be
invited to campus, based on their ACTscores, to visit with Admissions, Honors
College, Academic Advising and Financial Aid and Scholarship representatives, as well as have lunch in the Ellsworth Hall cafeteria and attend the
WMU-BallState football game at WaldoStadium.
(WMUNewsphoto)

Single Adult Programs Set
Two programs aimed primarily at
single adults will be offered here at
Western in November.
The first is a one-day workshopfrom
9 a.m.-3 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 5, in the
Kiva room, Student Services
Building, called "Single by Choice,"
designed for men and women ,who
have chosen to remain unmarried.
According to Patricia French,
Three Rivers, a graduate assistant in
WMU's Counseling Center, the
workshop will deal with attitudes
toward singlehood and the social
interaction and self concepts of single
people. Assisting her will be Anne
Goldman, Kalamazoo, and Mark
Barnhouse, Portage, both graduate
students.
The fee is $4for WMUstudents; $15
for others.
The second program is a five-week
series called "Single Again," directed
especially at divorced and widowed
people. Starting Nov. 7, the class will
meet Monday evenings through Dec. 5
from 7-9 p.m. in the Faculty Lounge,
University Student Center. Its olr
jective is to assist class members in
their transition from being married to
being single again. Taylene Watson,
the instructor, says it's a matter of

Revive New
Sound Series

New Structures in Sound, a series
sponsored by the department of
music, will resume at 8 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 5, in Oakland Recital Hall.
This series is being revived through
the efforts of pianist-eomposer C.
Curtis-Smith, who has returned to
Western's music faculty after an
absence of two years. The series
offers performances of 20th century
compositions, many of which are
avant-garde, mixed media pieces.
five of the six works prograrruned for
this recital have been composed since
1970.
Admission is free and open to the
public.

"ch3nging from thinking 'married' to
thinking 'single'."
Through group discussion and
lectures, the class will deal with the
adjustment to this significant change
in one's life and the resources
available in Kalamazoo for helping
the transition. The books to be used
are "Creative Divorce," by Mel
Krantzler, "Boys and Girls Book
About Divorce" by Richard Gardiner,
and "Widow" by Lynn Caine.
Watson has a master's degree in
social work from WMU and is a
psychiatric social worker at the
Veteran's Administration Hospital,
Battle Creek. She has worked at the
Family and Divorce Counseling
Agency in Kalamazoo and conducted
similar courses there and at the WMU
Center for Women's Services.
The fee for the five-week course. is
$5 for WMU students, $25for others.
To pre-register, call 383-6097,or send
payment to the WMU Center for
Women's Services, Ellsworth Hall.
Although both programs are·
designed primarily for single men
and women, they also are open to'
married people.

Four Cadets Meet
Four Star General
Four Western ROTC cadet officers
last week were in Washington, D.C.,
where they met a four star U. S. Army
general during the 23rd annual
meeting of the Association of the
United States Army (AUSA).
They are: Michael J. Evans,
Allegan senior, who is the Western
ROTC cadet commander; Randy D.
Gebhardt,
unclassified,
of
Kalamazoo; Victoria A. Post, a
Grosse Pointe Woodssophomore, who
is prt!Sident of the WMU chapter of
AUSA; and Thomas J. Vance, a
senior from South Bend, Ind. They
shook hands with Army ChiefofStaff,
General Bernard Rogers, and heard
General of the Army Omar Bradley,
nowretired, and U. S. Secretary ofthe
Army, CliffordRogers, speak.

Instant Information Line
(>- 383·B153

/

;
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Personnel Department Memo

The University pays the full cost for required contributions to retirement
programs for WMU employees; prior to July 1, 1974,employees and the
University shared the cost of retirement contributions.
All non-student WMUemployees are required by law to be enrolled in a
.retirement program. The state law allows full time faculty and administrators
to choose either Michigan Public School Employees Retirement System or
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retirement Equities
Fund. All other employees are automatically enrolled in Michigan Public
SchoolEmployees Retirement System.
Employees who are contemplating retirement should contact the Staff
Benefits Office five to six months prior to their retirement date. This time is
necessary to avoid delays in receiving benefits.
Michigan Public SchoolEmployees Retirement System
In order to qualify for an allowance from the Michigan Public School
Employees Retirement System (MPSERS), employees must satisfy certain
age and years of service requirements. The MPSERS program utilizes a
defined benefit formula. Retirement benefits are based upon Ilh percent of the
average of the best five consecutive years salary times total years of service.
Final average compenSation includes all pay received including regular
salary, off-eampus salary, spring and summer term salary, and in-kind earnings. In-kind earnings are payments for services that were not monetarily
compensated and ordinarily applies to meals and housing. Unused sick and
annual leave cannot be considered in the final average compensation. A permanently reduced pension is available for MPSERS members age 55or over
with 15or more years of service, provided that the last 5 years of employment
immediately precede retirement allowance effective date. Details as to
calculation of this permanent reduction are available from MPSERS or the
Staff Benefits Office. A year of serVice credit is granted when 170days, of not
less than six hours per day, is worked during a fiscal year. No more than one
year's credit can be earned during any 12month period. Persons in positions
requiring partial days or partial weeks of work will not be entitled to a full year
of credit but will be entitled to proportionate credit. Parts of years may be
added together to make full years. (Worksheets are available in the Staff
Benefits Office.)
Teacher Insurance and Annuity Association-CollegeRetirement Equities Fund
The TIAA-CREF program is a money purchase annuity type of retirement
program. Individual contracts are purchased for employees who are eligible
and elect this program. The retirement benefits are deperident upon the
amount of annual contributions to the plan, earnings on those contributions,
and the life expectancy at the time of retirement. fayments may begin
SURVEYS ITE~University
Police Detective Ll L. Bert Earl is pictured anytime after termination of employment with the University, but not later
above with some of more than $11,000worth of property, stolen from WMUthis than age 71. Of course, the older one is when application is made for'benefits,
the larger the amount of benefit.
past summer, and recently recovered in Detroit and returned to campus.
TIAA and CREF are companion organizations. Together they provide a
(WMUNewsphoto)
combination of fixed and variable payments during retirement. Contribution
may be divided between TIAA and CREF or allocated completely to either
TIAA or CREF. A TIAAretirement allowance is a fixed annuity based on the
accumulated value of all contributions and earnings thereof. TIAA contributions accumulate in an account in a manner sirriilar to a savings account.
The booklet "Your Retirement Annuity;" which is available at the Staff
Benefits Office, includes a table which may be used to estimate the amount of
your TIAA retirement income. A CREF retirement allowance is a variable
Procter
&
Gamble
Company,
CinWestern's Board of Trustees Friday
annuity because it reflects the patterns and changes in the stock market. The
cinnati,
Ohio,
1952-55,and
Beckett
(Oct. 21)authorized the granting of its
amount in the fund is dependent on contributions and the experience of CREF's
Paper
Company,
Hamilton,
Ohio,
"University Distinguished Service
Award" to James S. Stolley, group 1955-62.He also served in the U.S. investments. TIAA-CREF participants receive a yearly report which includes
a projected pension amount uponretirement.
vice president, Hanunermill Paper Navy, 1946-48.
Questions related to retirement programs and procedures may be directed
His
activities
include
service
with
Company, Erie, Pa.
to
the
Staff Benefits Office,383-3087.
the
Boy
Scouts,
Boys'
Clubs
of
Erie,
He will be honorRotary Club, Board of Corporators at
ed at commenceHamot and St. Vincent Hospitals,
ment exercises at
chairman of the Board of Villa Marie
2 p.m. Saturday,
Personnel from the Department of Public Safety will be registering facul~y
Collegein Erie, and the United Way.
Dec. 17, in Read
He and his wife, Margaret, have and staff vehicles November 1-16,according to the s.cheduleprinted below.
Fieldhouse for his
At the time you register your vehicle you must show your Vehicle
three children: Karen, 22,a June 1977
outstanding serRegistration
and Faculty ID Card. The sticker must be placed in the lower
Phi
Beta'
Kappa-summa
cum
laude
vice as president
right
hand
corner
ofthe front windshield.
graduate
of
Middlebury
College,
who
of WMU's Paper
Faculty and staff may register vehicles at any building that is convenient
is now on a Fulbright Scholarship in
Technology FounBogota, Columbia; and Jim, 20, and to them or they may register at the Department of Public Safety at anytime.
dation, Inc., 1973-77.
Stolley
The award was established by the Beth, 19, a senior and sophomore, Tuesday,.November 1
8a.m.-ll :30a.m.
WMU trustees in 1976 to recognize respectively, at Middlebury College. East Hall-Main Lobby
1p.m.-4p.m.
Administration Building-Main Lobby
distinguished accomplishments in
business or· professional life; or
Wednesday, November 2
8 a.m.-ll:30 a.m.
distinguished service in community
Administration Building-Main Lobby
Meromorphic Functions
1p.m.-4p.m.
affairs at local, state or national
East Hall-Main Lobby
Math Lecture Thursday
levels; or specific and meritorious
Thursday, November 3
service contributing to the quality and
8 a.m.-ll:3O a.m.
A technical math lecture will be Wo'odHall-Main Lobby
advancement of WMU.No more than
1p.m.-4p.m.
Sangren Hall-Main Lobby
one award is granted annually by the ,given at a free, public mathematics
Board. The only other recipient of the colloquium at 4 p.m Thursday, Oct. Friday, November 4
8 a.m.-ll: 30a.m.
award is Phillip N. Watterson of Ada, 27,here in the Math Commons Room, Sangren Hall-Main Lobby
1p.m.-4 p.m.
Everett Tower, by Dr. Valerian M. WoodHall-Main Lobby
Mich., WMUtrustee emeritus.
Monday, November 7
Stolley received his B.S. degree in Nita, a visiting assistant professor.
8 a.m.-ll:30 a.m.
The title of Nita's lecture will be Gary Center-Hall of Fame Room
1952from Massachusetts Institute of
University
Student
Center
1p.m.-4p.m.
"Meromorphic
functions
whose
Techpology. At.Hammermill, he also
global
cluster
sets
contain
regular
All faculty and staff members must have their vehicles re-registered by
is a member of the board of directors
and its executive
conunittee. points." Coffee will be served at 3:30 December 1; tickets will be issued as of that date to all vehicles which have the
oldfaculty and staff stickers on them.
Previously, he was employed by p.m.
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Trustees Grant Distinguished
Service Award to Stolley

Vehicle Registration Nov. 1-16
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Wounded Teams
Collide Saturday

I

Injuries at, both Western Michigan
and Ohio University mean that two
entirely different football teams will
confront each other Saturday in
Athens, 0., than the ones picked by
the Mid-American Conference News
Media Association for the top two
positions in their annual pre-season
poll last August.
Western, which was the No. 1
selection, is still mathematically
alive in the title chase with a 2-2
record, plus a 3-4 overall showing
after a 53-29 non-league win over
Marshall.
Since the start of fall practice, 14
Broncos have undergone surgery. Of
the pre-season top 44 players, Coach
Elliot Uzelac is missing over eight
players per game.
Ohio, which out-polled the Broncos
in first place ballots, 33-31,in August,
is operating under even more dire
conditions. Coach Bill Hess has lost
nine of his top 22 from the _opener,
including his entire offensive line
from tackle to tackle. Hess was forced
to employ seven freshmen starters in
Saturday's 31-29loss at Toledo, the
sixth straight Bobcat setback since a
4~27opening win against Marshall.
Saturday's game will be broadcast
over WKZO (590 AM) and WIDR
(89.1).Kickoffis set for 1:30p.m.

CAMPUS CAlINDAR
OCTOBER

·27-Patron's Choice Series, "World's Greatest Jazz Band," Miller
Auditoriwn, 8 p.m.
27-Sex and Sexuality Series, "Whose Turn Is It Tonight?" -Get The Facts
Straight On Male AndFemale Contraception," Dr. William N. Mantle,
204Student Center, 7:30p.m.
27-Lecture,
"Organization Development-Utilizing
Conflicts in
Educational Settings," Dr. Fenwick English, director, Center for the
Improvement of Learning, Washington, D.C., 2103Sangren Hall, 7:30
p.m.
27-Lecture, "Meromorphic Functions Whose Global Cluster Sets Contain
Regular Points," Dr. Valerian M. Nita, Math Commons Room, sixth
floor, Eyerett Tower, 4p.m.; coffee at 3:30p.m.
.
28-29-Women's field hockey, WMUvs. Wisconsin-LaCrosse and Western
Missouri, Kanley Field, 3:30p.m.
28- Western Brass Quintet, Oakland Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
28-Friday afternoon discussion series, "The Roots of American Folk
Music," Dr. Joan Boucher, Honors CollegeLounge,3 p.m.
29-Soccer, WMUvs. Wisconsin-Parkside, WaldoStadiwn, 1:30p.m.
·29-"Assert~veness Training Workshop," Hoekje Hall Lounge, 9 a.m.-3
p.m.
30-University Chorale and Collegiate Singers, Miller Auditoriwn, 3p.m.
31-"Halloween Concert," violinist Gerald Fischbach, associate professor
of music, Oakland Recital Hall, midnight.

Brass Quintet
Premieres Work

(""'

The Western Brass Quintet will give
the first public performance of a work
by Pulitzer Prize winning composer
Karel Husa at 8 p.m. October 28 as
part of the Friday night chamber
music series in Oakland Recital Hall.
HUSa's work, "Landscaped for
Brass Quintet," .was commissioned
by the quintet as a Bicentennial
project. The free public program also
will include works by Johann Pezel,
Richard Rodney Bennett and G.W.E.
Friederich.
.
Donald Bullock, who plays trwnpet
in the quintet, notes that the demands
of Husa's music stretch the instrumental techniques of the perfonners to their limits. Other quartet
members are:
Stephen' Jones,
trumpet; Connie Klausmeier, horn;
Russell Brown, trombone; and
Robert Whaley, tuba.

Math Lecture Focus
On Revolutionary

"Evariste
Galois-Immortal
Revolutionary"
is
the title of a free,
I-Film series, "The Ipcress File," 2302Sangren Hall, 4p.m.
I-German film series, "Besuch bei Alberti," 3760Knauss Hall, 7:30.:9:30 public, historical lecture by Allen V.
Butterworth,
head
of
the
p.m.
• I-International Concerts Series, "Shakespeare's People," starring Sir mathematics department, General
Motors Research
Laboratories,
Michael Redgrave, Miller Auditoriwn, 8 p.m.
at the University's
l-Infonnation meeting for students on the Foreign Study Program to Warren,
mathematics colloquiwn at 4 p.m.
Mexico,Honors CollegeLounge, 7-9p.m.
1-2-Chicago Filmmakers Exhibit, Gallery II, Sangren Hall, 1-4p.m.; 2303 Thursday, Nov. 3, in 1110RoodHall.
Galois, the early 19th century
Sangren Hall, 6:30-10p.m.
2-Introductory lecture on the Transcendental Meditation program of French mathematician, was known
not only for his fundamental
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, 204Student Center, 7:30p.m.
discoveries in the field of abstract
2-Lecture, "Monetarists and Keynesians: How Far Apart Are They?,"
algebra, but also because he died in a
Dr. David I. Fand, 3750Knauss Hall, 8 p.m.; seminar for faculty,
graduate students and undergraduates majoring in economics, 3760 duel at age 21. His lif~ and 'work will
be discussed, including his neglect by
Knauss Hall, 3 p.m.
mathematicians
of his day, his in2-Convocation Series, "Student Musicale," Kanley Chapel, 2p.m.
volvement
in
revolutionary
politics,
2-Lecture, "The Practice of Corporate Law," John F. Floberg, vice
and the famous night before the duel.
president, Firestone Tire and Rub~r Co., 158Student Center, 8p.m.
3-Lecture, "Evariste Galois-Immortal Revolutionary," Allen V.
Commuters Plan
Butterworth, 1110RoodHall, 4p.m.; coffee, 3:30p.m;
New Activities
3-Sex and Sexuality Series, "The Impact of Sex on a Relationship," Dr.
The Commuter Student Services
Christine Lowe, psychologist, Kalamazoo Consultation Center, ~
Office, 3510 Student Services
Student Center, 7:30p.m ..
Building, is organizing horseback
3-Lecture, "Future Market Opportunities and Life Styles: A Perspective
riding and intramural table tennis.
of the 1980's,"Dr. William Lazer, MSU,3770Knauss Hall, 8p.m.
The horseback riding will be
4-Lecture, "You Never Step lnto the Same River Twice-Fitting
Equations to Data," Allen V. Butterworth, Math Commons Room, Saturday, Nov. 5, but the deadline for
signittg up is Thursday, Nov. 3; a $2
sixth floor, Everett Tower, 11a.m.; coffee at 10:30a.m.
deposit is required. Friday, Nov. 4, is
• 4-Hockey, WMUvs. St. Clair, Lawson Ice Arena, 7:30p.m.
the deadline for signing up for table
4-Soccer, WMUvs. Blackburn, Goldsworth Valley, 3p.m.
tennis. For more information, call
4-22-Art exhibition, Dr. L. John Link, WMUart department chairman,
Gallery II, Sangren Hall, Mon.-Fri.-l0 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sat.-l0 a.m.- 383-6114.
noon.
Volleyball on Road
• 4-5- "Borgess Follies," Miller Auditoriwn, 8p.m.
4- Theatre party for the Honors Collegestudents,.Honors CollegeLounge,
Coach Thelma Horn's Western
7p.m.
Michigan volleyball team will hit the
4- Lawyer's Seminar, east ballroom, Student Center,11:45a.m.
road this week, beginning with a
• 5-Football, WMUvs. Miami (Parents' Day), WaldoStadiwn, 1:30p.m.
Thursday match-up with Calvin5-New Structures and SoundEnsemble, Oakland Recital Hall, 8p.m.
College in Grand Rapids. On Satur• 5-Workshop, "Single by Choice," Kiva Room, Student Services Bldg., 9 day, the Brown and Gold will make
a.m.-3p.m.
the long trek to Terre Haute, Ind., to
• Indicates admission fee charged.
engage Indiana State.

NOVEMBER

I

Swim Propulsion
Meet Here Friday
Western will host the fourth annual
Synchronized Swimming Propulsion
Meet at 7 p.m. Friday in the Gary
Center Pool.
.
Michigan, Bowling Green, Northwestern ana Mundlein College are
expected to compete against WMU.
The meet will consist of both individual and team races which will
feature the different synchronized
swimming propulsion methods.
WMU Coach Norma Stafford's
squad has won the event two of the
three previous years.

Field Hockey Home
WMU'sfield hockey team will make
its final home appearances this
weekend when the Broncos entertain
Wisconsin-LaCrosse at 2:30 p.m.
Friday and then host two club teams
from Ann Arbor and Detroit beginning at 11 a.m. Saturday at Kanley
Field. Coach Jean Friedel's Broncos
are 11-2-2on the season.

Dales on International
Sports Program

•.

George Dales, professor of health,physical education and recreation,
presented a paper at the 7th annual
International Congress of Track
Coaches recently in Patiala, India.
The fonner WMU track coach
spoke on "The Scientific Aspects of
Track and Field" and also served
as chairman of a one~ay study of
throwing events-shot put, discus,
javelin and hammer throw. Dales
currently edits "Track and Field
Quarterly Review" and is executive
secretary of the U.S. Track Coaches
Association.

Harriers at CCC
Western's men's cross country
team placed fourth at the U.S. Track
and Field Federation championships
in Madison, Wis., last weekend and
next travels to Bowling Green, Ohio,
for the 52ndannual Central Collegiate
Conference
championships
this
Saturday.
Senior Tom Duits earned USTFF
All-Americah honors by placing sixth
with a time of 29:14 to pace the
Broncos.
.

Give Program Nov. 1-2
More than two dozen contemporary
art films and videotapes by -artists
from a Chicago based organization
called "Chicago Filmmakers" will be
shown 1-4 p.m. Tuesday and Wednesday, Nov. 1-2, in Gallery II of
Sangren Hall.
Film sessions will reswne in the
evening from 6:30 until 10 in lecture
hall 2303 on the second floor of
Sangren Hall. These films will be
presented with discussion by Allen
Ross and Christine Tamblyn, both
members of the Chicagofilm group.

Women at EMU
Western Michigan's women's cross
country team will wind rip its initial
varsity season Saturday when they
travel to Ypsilanti for a three-mile
invitational
meet at Eastern
Michigan.
.
Soccer Here Saturday
After losing a tough 3-1decision to
Wisconsin-Milwaukee last Friday,
Western Michigan's soccer team
prepares to take on WisconsinParks ide at 1:30 p.m. Saturday here
in WaldoStadiwn.
.

